Two Photography CE Activities Being
Offered at SWOSU
01.16.2006
Southwestern Oklahoma State University is offering two photography Continuing
Education activities during the spring semester on the Weatherford campus.
“Artistic Methods in Digital Photography” and “Digital SLR Photography” are being
offered, and enrollment is open to everyone. Cost is $80 per participant.
“Artistic Methods in Digital Photography” will consist of three three-hour sessions
from 5:30-8:30 p.m. on January 24, January 31, and February 7. The CE activity will
cover advanced methods and applications of digital SLR photography. There will
be discussion on low light photography, creative methods and advanced camera
functions. Participants will apply basic photographic principles and advanced methods
to create artistic and creative photographs. Commercial and stock photography will
also be discussed. Additionally, there will be weekly photo critiques and discussion
of photography as well as discussions on camera software and basic to advanced
Photoshop use. This activity is for individuals seeking to take the next step in digital
photography and become more creative through the use of advanced techniques. A
digital SLR camera is required.
“Digital SLR Photography” will consist of four sessions on consecutive Monday
evenings from 5:30-8:15 p.m. beginning February 6th and ending February 27. “Digital
SLR Photography” will cover the basic concepts and applications of digital SLR (singlelens reflex) photography. There will be discussion on how to use a digital SLR and apply
basic photographic principles to achieve better photographs. Additionally, there will
be weekly photo critiques and discussion of creating artistic photographs as well as
discussions on camera software and basic Photoshop use. This activity is for individuals
seeking to learn about their digital SLR camera and how to use photographic principles
to take good photographs. The target audience for this activity is anyone interested
in expanding their knowledge of their digital SLR and learning specific photographic
techniques. A digital SLR camera is recommended. Students with other types of
cameras can contact the Office of Sponsored Programs to see if their camera may be
suitable for this CE activity.
Registration for either of these SWOSU CE activities is on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Registration and general information are available by phone, 580.774.7012, or in person
at the SWOSU Office of Sponsored Programs, Room 209, Thomas P. Stafford Building,
on the Weatherford campus.
Both activities will be held in Room 118 of the Stafford Center.
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